Results suggest that the wrist-worn FM with no demographic information still yields a high accuracy of 80.0% (95% CI: 79.7-80.3%) and an area under the curve of 87.7% (95% CI: 87.4-87.9%) to identify frailty status. Results are comparable with two-sensor configuration, where the observed accuracy and area under the curve were 80.6% (95% CI: 80.4-80.9%) and 87.4% (95% CI: 87.1-87.6%), respectively. Conclusion: The simplicity of FM may open new avenues to integrate wearable technology and mobile health to capture frailty status in a busy hospital setting. Furthermore, the reduction of needed sensors to a single wrist-worn sensor allows deployment of the proposed algorithm in the form of a smartwatch application. From the application standpoint, the proposed FM is superior to traditional physical frailtyscreening tools in which the walking test is a key frailty phenotype, and thus they cannot be used for bedbound patients or in busy clinics where administration of gait test as a part of routine assessment is impractical.
tient care and hospital industries. Approximately 50% of surgeries in the US are performed in patients older than 65 years of age [1] . This group represents the fastest growing segment of the population and is expected to increase to nearly 89 million people by 2050 in the US [2] . Older individuals have significantly higher rates of inpatient (∼35.3% of all procedures) and outpatient (∼32.1% of all procedures) surgical procedures compared with other age groups [3] .
Frailty is a geriatric syndrome of decreased physiologic reserve and resistance to stressors, which leaves patients more vulnerable to poor health outcomes following surgical intervention or post-hospital discharge, including adverse events (e.g., death, cardiac arrest, stroke, etc.), unfavorable discharge (e.g., discharge to skilled nursing facility), increased risk of readmission, worsening mobility after discharge, loss of independency, and prolonged hospitalizations [4] [5] [6] [7] . Recognizing the necessity for quality improvements in geriatric surgical care, the American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (ACS NSQIP) and the American Geriatrics Society (AGS) recommend determining a baseline frailty score for optimal perioperative decisionmaking and management of the geriatric surgical patient [3] . Despite this recommendation, frailty as a part of routine preoperative assessment is not widely used in the hospital setting, mainly because of limitations of current screening tools.
The current frailty assessments could be divided into two major groups: (1) physical frailty or frailty phenotype (e.g., Fried's frailty phenotypes [7] ), which often includes assessing one or more phenotypes including physical activities, gait, motor performance (e.g., timed upand-go), exhaustion, weakness, and weight loss [7, 8] ; (2) deficit accumulation or frailty index (e.g., Rockwood's frailty index [9] ), which is based on counting the number of health deficits present (determined via survey, chart review, or patient electronic record) divided by the total number of potential health deficits that were considered [9, 10] . Although these tools are beneficial to identify frailty and to predict adverse events after major surgical interventions, they are clinically cumbersome and time consuming for busy clinical settings. While frailty index screening tools are often considered more practical for a hospital setting compared to frailty phenotype tools due to ease of use and feasibility (e.g., time, training, and costs) [11] , they have poor sensitivity to change over time [11, 12] . Thus, they are not sensitive to screen for the benefit of pre-rehabilitation or other interventions (e.g., diet, depression management, etc.) to reduce the risk of adverse health outcomes before surgery and/or are unable to determine modifiable risk factors of pre-and postsurgical interventions [12] [13] [14] [15] . On the other hand, the current frailty phenotype instruments are not suitable for mobility-impaired patients; they are time consuming and costly, require trained staff to administer the test, require age and gender adjustment, and could be easily biased by methods of administration of gait tests such as type of footwear, use of walking aids (e.g., cane, walker, etc.), presence of plantar ulcers or lower extremities amputation, or significant pain that limits their walking ability [7, [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Recent advances in wearable technologies, mobile health, telecommunications, and internet of things (IoT) opened new opportunities to design a practical and automated tool, which may be able to facilitate clinical screening of frailty irrespective of setting. In particular, the wide availability of mobile health platforms such as smartphone and smartwatch, which include inertial sensors (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscopes, etc.) and powerful processors, with ease of sharing digital information and/or exchanging data with electronic health records, opens new horizons in the development of digital health applications to provide clinicians with individualized objective phenotypic data on function and overall health [20] . The applications of these mobile health platforms have been already explored for management of chronic conditions such as screening tremor in patients with Parkinson's disease, detection of falls, or suspicious inactivity in elderly [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, there has been no study on the feasibility of using mobile health for screening the frailty phenotype in the geriatric population.
Recently, we have developed a frailty meter (FM) using two-sensor configuration, which allows capturing key physical frailty phenotypes (weakness, slowness, and exhaustion) by testing 20-s rapid elbow flexion-extension [25] [26] [27] [28] . We have previously demonstrated that the FM is simple, quick, convenient, and objective for assessing frailty status in a community-dwelling population as well as geriatric inpatients [25] [26] [27] [28] . The FM was applicable to mobility-impaired patients unlike conventional frailty assessment tools which require mobility tests such as gait assessment [25, 26] . However, the initial platform has still significant technical limitations for deployment as a lowcost and stand-alone application in a mobile health platform. The previous version of the FM required supervised offline assessment to identify the initiation of a valid movement, manual controlling of signal quality and manual threshold adjustment based on the magnitude of arm flexion-extension speed which can be hard to use by nonprofessional examiners. Besides, the analysis of the FM test in the previous version relied on patient information including age, gender, and body mass index (BMI), which should be manually entered thus taking time, as well as required an interface to enter the information, which increases the cost and ease of use. Moreover, the FM platform needed two independent wearable devices attached on the wrist and upper-arm. This in turn, increases technical complexity (e.g., synchronization between two modules) and cost (duplicate electronic elements such as processor, battery, etc.) as well as adds unnecessarily burden for the purpose of sensor attachment.
The aim of this study was to provide a physical frailty phenotype assessment tool using a single wrist sensor without any additional information from demographic data. These efforts are in the direction of facilitating the deployment of the algorithm in a smartphone platform or in widely available wrist-worn platforms such as smartwatch, Fitbit, Jawbone, etc. Our hypotheses are (1) the performance for identifying frailty using a rapid arm flexion-extension test without any patient information and with an automatic threshold setting will be comparable to that with the patient information and the manual threshold setting, and (2) the performance using a single-sensor attached on the wrist will be comparable to that using two-sensor configuration attached on both the wrist and upper-arm like the previous version of FM.
Methods

Subjects and Protocol
A data set of 100 geriatric inpatients over the age of 65 years (mean: 78.9 and standard deviation: 9.1, 49% frail) recruited from the Division of Trauma, Critical Care, and Emergency Surgery at the University of Arizona was reanalyzed. The University of Arizona Institutional Review Board approved the study, and all patients provided written consent.
Frailty status was measured by a validated modified frailty index (a shortened version of the Rockwood frailty questionnaire [9] ) called Trauma-Specific Frailty Index (TSFI) [29] , suggested as a new practical tool to identify frailty for predicting discharge disposition in geriatric patients. The TSFI has been validated to be a stronger predictor of frailty than other trauma risk indicators such as Injury Severity Score and head Abbreviated Injury Scale and Glasgow Coma Scale scores [29] . Based on the TSFI score, the patients were divided into nonfrail (score ≤0.27) and frail (score >0.27) groups. Trained researchers performed all frailty assessments.
We analyzed three-dimensional angular velocity signals recorded by one wearable gyroscope device (LEGSys TM ; Biosensics LLC, Watertown, MA, USA) attached on the interior side of the wrist. At the same time, we analyzed angular velocity signals recorded by another same-type wearable device attached to the upper-arm near the triceps for demonstrating that the use of one device is enough. Two wearable devices were fixed by a flexible band attached with Velcro ( Fig. 1) . All signals were simultaneously recorded. Participants performed a repetitive full elbow flexion and extension task as fast as possible in the supine position (bedbound position) for 20 s to quantify motor performance (Fig. 1 ). Participants were instructed that the upper arm does not move during arm flexion and extension. The device data were recorded at a sampling rate of 100 Hz. Matlab software (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used for processing the sensor data, design of a model, and statistical analysis of the model performance.
Preprocessing
Of the three-dimensional signals, the signal for an axis of arm flexion/extension direction was considered for analyses. Since the aim of this study was to provide the algorithm to identify frailty using a single wearable device, data from the two devices were utilized for comparing performance of the algorithm with data acquired from the single device. When two sensors were used, the angular velocity of the elbow in respect of the upper arm was estimated by calculating the difference between two signals.
Feature Extraction and Preselection
We extracted frailty phenotype features from gyroscope sensors, which allow measuring the angular velocity of the wrist and upper arm. Figure 2a shows a typical angular velocity of the wrist sensor measuring during 20-s rapid elbow flexion-extension. To computerize the phenotype extraction (unlike our previous method, which required manual selection of the onset of movement), we developed an algorithm that allows identifying the onset of 20-s arm flexion-extension movements using a zero-crossing (ZC) technique and the criteria described below (Fig. 2) .
Step 1. To avoid suppressing information of interest in both high-frequency (e.g., jerkiness of movement) and low-frequency (e.g., actual range of motion) domains, we did not use any filtering. Instead, a series of rules were applied to distinguish a real flexionextension signal from a noisy signal. This was done by estimation of three parameters including (1) the elapsed time between two consecutive detected ZC points as an indicator of flexion duration, (2) the range of angular velocity estimated between three consecutive ZC points, and (3) the magnitude of the maximum value as an indicator of maximum speed of rotation during flexion time. A valid ZC point is determined if each of the parameters described above exceeded a predefined threshold.
Step 2. Postprocessing. After detecting ZC points using step 1, all maximum values (indicator of maximum angular velocity during flexion) were recalculated. Then, if any estimated maximum value was less than 20% of the median value of all detected maximum values, the ZC points before and after the maximum value were removed. This allows to personalize the detection algorithm based on the slowness of movement.
Step 3. Detection of the onset and end of the test. After completing step 2, the very first detected ZC point was considered as the onset of movement and the very last ZC point before the 20-s interval with respect to the onset of movement was determined as the end of the test. After detection of all valid ZC points described above, 31 frailty phenotype features from angular velocity pattern were extracted, unlike in the previous study that introduced eight frailty features [26] . From the sensor, 10 key kinematic parameters (Table 1) were extracted and defined as follows. Angular velocity range (velocity of elbow flexion/extension, Fig. 2b, 1 ), angle range (angle was estimated by integrating the signal between two consecutive ZC points and applying a drift removal algorithm, assuming that angle at each ZC point should return to the zero value), and power range (estimated by multiplication of angular velocity and angular acceleration). Angular acceleration was estimated with a single derivation of angular velocity. Other kinematic features were: rising time (Fig. 2b, 2 ), falling time (Fig. 2b, 3) , rising + falling time, flexion time (Fig. 2b, 4 ), extension time (Fig. 2b, 5 ), flexion + extension time, and flexion/extension rate (defined as number of elbow flexion-extension per minute). From the 10 features described above, the mean, coefficient of variance (CV: standard deviation divided by the mean), and percentage of decline (PD) were calculated resulting in a total of 30 features. The PD was defined as the percentage of decline of a parameter between the last and the first 10 s of elbow flexion and extension task. The number of elbow flexion/extension during the 20-s test was counted as the 31st feature.
To determine the significant features, between-group comparison (frail vs. nonfrail) was done using one-way ANOVA. Those features showing significant between-group difference (p < 0.050) were selected for designing a multivariable model and determination of independent variables.
Optimal Feature Selection Based on Recursive Feature Elimination
The algorithm for optimal selection of parameters was based on linear regression modeling including a bootstrap technique with a recursive feature elimination technique. Linear regression model was employed to estimate frailty index (i.e., TSFI) as a dependent variable from the selected features as independent variables. The recursive feature elimination technique was also utilized to obtain the optimal number of features for discriminating between frail and non-frail groups. The recursive feature elimination allows us to rank the most effective features, which then can be used to select the lowest number of needed features to result in an optimum performance (e.g., accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, etc.) [30] . To be able to generalize the model, we used the bootstrap technique. This technique relies on random sampling with replacement. It allows us to resample available data to form a random set of training data set and validation data set. By randomly assigning subjects to training and validation data sets, we could test any possible combination of subjects with different sample size [31, 32] . In this study and considering our sample size (n = 100), we used 2,000 bootstrap iterations to optimize the robustness of the model as recommended by the literature [32] . Figure 3 summarizes the schematic diagram of the approach used to select the optimal set of features. The bootstrap technique using 2,000 iterations splits the subjects into 2,000 pairs of training and validation data sets. This technique enables calculating 95% confidence interval for the algorithm performance (e.g., accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, etc.). The main steps for the recursive feature elimination are as follows. (1) First, the linear regression model is designed using all features except the first one. (2) Then, performance of the model is calculated based on the ability of the model to discriminate between frail and nonfrail subjects. (3) Steps 1 and 2 are repeated by including all features except the 2nd, 3rd, …, nth (the last feature) from the model, at each iteration, respectively. (4) All estimated performances are compared and the lowest one is used to decide which feature should be eliminated from the training data set. (5) Steps 1-4 are repeated until only one feature is left in the model. This process allows ranking the top important features from 1st to nth. (6) The least optimal number of features is chosen based on the resulted performance curve as a function of the number of considered features. This was decided based on the minimum number of features needed to reach an almost steady state for all targeted performances of interest (e.g., accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, etc.). The method for estimation of these performances has been described in the following. Elapsed time to reach the maximum angular velocity during flexion (Fig. 2b, 2 ) Falling time Elapsed time to reach the minimum angular velocity during extension (Fig. 2b, 3 ) Rising + falling time Sum of rising and falling times Elbow flexion time Duration of elbow flexion (Fig. 2b, 4 ) Elbow extension time Duration of elbow extension (Fig. 2b, 5 
where true positive (TP) represents the number of correctly identified frail, false negative (FN) indicates the number of misdiagnosed as frail, true negative (TN) indicates the number of correctly identified nonfrail, and false positive (FP) stands for the number of incorrectly identified as nonfrail. The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated as an additional evaluation of the performance.
Evaluation of the Model Performance
After determining the top features of interest (e.g., top 5) using the training data set and recursive feature elimination method described above, we evaluated the model performance (e.g., accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, etc.) using the validation set only. The performance was assessed using the wrist sensor only as well as the two-sensor configuration. Mean and 95% confidence intervals were calculated from the validation data sets (2,000 bootstrap iterations) for all performance parameters of interest.
Based on the linear model generated from the training data set, we estimated the frailly index using each sensor configuration. To demonstrate the agreement between one-sensor (wrist sensor) and two-sensor configuration, we examined the Pearson's correlation coefficient using the entire data set. Table 2 shows the values of all 31 defined features in each frailty group extracted from the wrist sensor and two-sensor configurations. Nine features were not shown to significantly differentiate between groups (p > 0.05). The other 22 features from each sensor configuration, marked with an asterisk in Table 2 , were chosen as independent variables in the linear regression model with the recursive feature elimination technique. Figure 4 illustrates the change in the algorithm performances (e.g., accuracy, sensitivity, etc.) as a function of number of features ranked using the recursive feature elimination technique. According to Figure 4 , we set optimum target performance as 80% for sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV, and NPV and greater than 90% for the AUC. Based on these criteria, the minimum number of needed features was 5 for either sensor configuration. The final equation for the estimation of the frailty index based on the optimized linear regression model is as follows: (6) where FI est is the estimated frailty index, "b" is an intercept (0.24495 for the wrist sensor, 0.39770 for two-sensor configuration), "a" denotes constant coefficients (a 1 = -1.7357 × 10 Lee/Joseph/Enriquez/Najafi Table 3 presents the performance of the model to identify frailty. The performance parameters were calculated when each model (i.e., wrist sensor and two-sensor configuration) was tested against the validation data set. A relatively high performance (in the range of 79-83%) was obtained for all performance parameters including sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy irrespective of sensor configuration (Table 3 ). In addition, a strong agreement was observed between the frailty index estimated using wrist-worn sensor and two-sensor configuration (r = 0.870, p < 0.001, Fig. 5 ). 
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Discussion
This study demonstrated that physical frailty phenotypes could be objectively assessed using a 20-s rapid elbow flexion-extension and a single wrist sensor. This was done based on pre-identification of 31 features (physical frailty phenotypes) measurable by the wrist sensor and an optimization approach based on recursive feature elimination technique. This model yielded five dominant features including: (1) mean of elbow flexion time, indicator of slowness; (2) mean of elbow range of motion, indicator of rigidity; (3) inter-cycle variability of elbow extension time, indicator of lack of extension steadiness; (4) intercycle variability of elbow flexion time, indicator of lack of flexion steadiness; and (5) magnitude of decline in elbow rotation power after 20-s rapid elbow flexion-extension, indicator of exhaustion. When the results of this model were compared with the gold standard (i.e., validated modified frailty index), a relatively high sensitivity, specificity, and AUC were observed, which were comparable with the results extracted from the two-sensor configuration model. In addition, a strong agreement between wrist-worn and two-sensor configuration was observed when the frailty index (as a continuous scale between 0 and 1) was estimated from each sensor configuration.
The new developments could facilitate deployment of the physical frailty phenotype algorithm in widely available wearable platforms such as smartphone, smartwatch, and other wrist-wearable technologies (e.g., Jawbone, Fitbit, etc.). The model needs a single inertial sensor (i.e., gyroscope) attached to the subject's wrist. From the implementation standpoint and calculation cost, only a linear combination of five features was needed, which could reduce memory allocation and power cost. This in turn, could reduce battery consumption as well as ease of realtime implementation. In addition, the method is not dependent on subject's clinical and demographic information, which could make the system simpler without the need of an interface to enter any additional data for frailty status identification. The use of gyroscope instead of accelerometer could facilitate the ease of use by inexpert users. For instance, unlike accelerometer-based tools, whose sensor's output is highly dependent on sensor location and method of sensor fixation, the gyroscope is less dependent on sensor attachment since it measures the speed of rotation, which by theory remains unchanged along a rigid segment and has less noise than acceleration.
Results suggested that using optimal FM feature extraction from kinematic data measured by a wrist sensor during elbow flexion and extension yields almost similar accuracy in comparison with using the two-sensor configuration attached on both the wrist and upper-arm as suggested in a previous study [26] . This is a significant advance for the purpose of development and commercialization. Using two independent sensors, a module requires two independent processors, memories, and bat- teries. In addition, the synchronization between two wireless units is always challenging and significantly drains battery power reducing overall autonomy of the platform. Thus, from the commercialization standpoint and technical design, a single sensor module to screen frailty is considered as a significant advantage compared to a two independent modules platform. Interestingly, our results suggest that increasing the number of body segments/sensors (e.g., after including upper arm) does not necessarily increase the accuracy of physical frailty assessment using the rapid 20-s elbow flexion/extension test. Specifically, we noticed a slightly lower specificity for the two-sensor configuration compared to the wrist sensor. This could be explained by potentially higher noise/artifacts generated by skin movement at the upper arm location compared to wrist location. This is similar to the observation in study by Najafi et al. [33] , in which it was demonstrated that addition of wearable sensors to body segments with significant soft tissue mass (e.g., the thigh segment) does not necessarily increase the accuracy of human body model to estimate the kinematic parameters of interest.
Automated and quick identification of frailty may empower doctors and institutions to better inform patients and their families about the potential risk of hospitalization and/or major surgical interventions [34] . In particular, quick screening of physical frailty phenotypes irrespective of age could assist in identifying potential modifiable risk factors to improve health outcomes and/or management of post-discharge care [16, 35] . Although age is strongly associated with post-operative adverse outcomes, the overall response of an older individual to surgical intervention is highly variable and can be affected by his/her level of fitness [36] . This variability makes age-based clinical decisions difficult. For instance, our recent findings showed that while age was not significantly associated with readmission, physical frailty phenotype screening had the potential to predict 30-day and 60-day readmission among geriatric trauma patients with a relatively high odds ratio [28] . Thus, integrating a rapid and practical frailty phenotype screening tool in a hospital setting may have the potential to identify high-risk individuals and implement a personalized intervention to reduce the risk of readmissions or poor health outcomes after discharge.
This study suffers from few limitations. First, this is a cross-sectional cohort study with the aim to examine whether single-sensor-derived parameters would be sufficient to identify frailty status in an inpatient geriatric population. Another prospective study should be addressed to examine whether such an algorithm is also sensitive to predict adverse health outcomes (e.g., readmission and death) and discharge disposition (e.g., discharge to skilled nursing facility) of postsurgical intervention. Second, while the method proposed in this study is based on determining physical frailty phenotypes to identify frailty status, a validated frailty index was used as a gold standard instead of a validated frailty phenotype assessment tool. This selection was because of a significant shortcoming in the conventional frailty phenotype assessment tools, which needed gait assessment and thus was not practical for our studied population, who had walking limitation. However, in our previous study, in which frailty status was assessed in ambulatory community-dwelling older adults using a two-sensor configuration, a relatively good agreement with Fried's frailty criteria, which is considered as one of the most-established frailty phenotype screening tools, was observed [25] . Another study needs to be addressed whether single-sensorderived parameters also have similar agreement with Fried's criteria in community-dwelling older adults. Third, this study was limited to assess frailty status in an inpatient geriatric population admitted to the hospital because of ground level falls, which could be too homogeneous. Thus, the results may not be generalized to all geriatric inpatients including those who are admitted to the hospital for the purpose of surgical intervention. Lastly, the sample size (n = 100) may be insufficient for the purpose of model validation. However, since this was a cohort study design and half of the recruited subjects were frail, and five intendent predictors were selected using recursive feature eliminations and a bootstrap method with 2,000 iterations, we believe the selected sample should be sufficient for the purpose of this accuracy assessment study. While approximately 80% accuracy to detect frailty status in comparison to the frailty index (i.e., cumulative deficit frailty) seems to be reasonable [29] , further improvement may be possible and should be addressed in future studies. This could be done by adding demographic and clinical information (e.g., age, BMI, history of falls, gender, etc.), additional biomechanical measurements (e.g., muscle activities), adding other sensors (e.g., surface EMG), and/or using different or additional physical tests (e.g., fist making/fist release).
Despite the above limitations, we believe the results are promising and support the idea of using a simple 20-s physical frailty phenotype assessment tool based on a single wrist-worn sensor and elbow rapid arm test to quickly assess frailty status in geriatric inpatients. In our previous studies [25, 26] , we have demonstrated that 20-s rap-id arm flexion-extension using a two-sensor configuration yields a relatively high agreement with two well-established frailty assessment tools including physical frailty (Fried's frailty phenotypes) [25] and deficit accumulation (i.e., frailty index) [26] . In addition, we have demonstrated that such short test is sufficiently accurate to predict adverse health outcomes after hospital discharge in the geriatric population [28] . Thus, considering that this study demonstrates a high agreement between a wrist sensor and a two-sensor configuration, we may conclude that the wrist-worn sensor configuration may be sufficient to predict adverse health outcomes in the geriatric population. This simple tool may address some of the limitations of both the frailty index and frailty phenotype tools in terms of time efficiency, ease of use, and practicality for both ambulatory and non-ambulatory patients, lack of requirement for trained staff or dedicated infrastructure, objectivity, and real-time assessment of frailty status.
In conclusion, we developed an automatic frailty screening algorithm which allows identifying physical frailty phenotypes using a single wrist-worn sensor without any subject's demographics including gender, age, and BMI. This will facilitate the development of frailty assessment in low-cost or widely available platforms such as smartwatches and smartphones. It would be a more practical tool for busy clinics without the need of specific training or additional measurement. The use of a single sensor and its low calculation cost (i.e., using only five parameters) could facilitate the deployment of the proposed algorithm in widely available wearable platforms such as smartwatches and smartphones. From the application standpoint, the proposed FM is superior to traditional frailty phenotype screening tools in which the walking test is a key physical frailty phenotype, and thus has a limitation for screening bedbound patients or in busy clinics where administration of the gait test as part of routine assessment is impractical.
